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DYNAMITE
® Results

“Fabio” was plagued with the runs for well over a year. His owner questioned many
people about it and they all came to the consensus that it was just the way he was.
That is, until she met me. 

I questioned her thoroughly about his "condition." Cow patties from a horse just
aren't normal and neither is "juicy" gas! I asked if my friend minded me calling and
questioning my upline about the issue at hand. She said she was open to anything.
She hated that her horse's tail was disgusting to say the least and it troubled her that
he was in ill condition both inside and out. My upline, Rowan Emrys, carefully lis-
tened to Fabio’s symptoms and suggested that we may have an intestinal irritation.
She suggested DYNAMITE'S® Miracle Clay and Dyna-ProTM for a few weeks and then
we would re-evaluate. I gave the products to my friend on January 1, 2005. She
began feeding it immediately and a week later started him on the full DYNAMITE®

Basic program along with 1/4 cup of High Energy SupplementTM(H.E.S.) per day to
aid in some possible insulin resistance/Pre-Cushings. 

Last Wednesday, we went for a ride to Black Forest Regional Park. There are quite a
few hills and when the weather is right it's a great place to fit up horses and take in
the scenery. Before, on any given day, no matter the grade of the hill, this poor geld-
ing would have to stop at least once if not more to catch his air. He had been on his
DYNAMITE® regime for less than two weeks and was able to trot and canter those hills
without stopping! His endurance is beginning to increase as the amount of good calo-
ries he's taking in are beginning to be better utilized! Also, no more cow patties or
"juicy" gas, and Fabio already looks fuller through his hip area. Previously, he was
somewhat sunken in and almost egg shaped when you looked at him head on, rather
like he was a pregnant mare ready to foal! 

My friend is so happy with his progress thus far; I can't believe the difference
DYNAMITE® has made in such a short amount of time! 

—Jessica McMillin, Distributor, CO

My great friend, Cheyenne started with allergies about 3 years ago when I still lived
in New Zealand. He had bumps all over him that seemed very irritating. Cortisone
cream helped, but I hesitated to use too much and certainly did not want to contin-
ue it for a long period of time. A company in FL had a solution that seemed to
work on the bumps but not on the underlying allergy; also, it was almost impossible
to get it down to the skin. 

I moved to Pagosa Springs in the summer of 2003 with my horses arriving in
November. I had heard of DYNAMITE®, emailed the company and they put me into
contact with Rowan Emrys; I signed up under her as a DYNAMITE® distributor in
October, 2004. Even though she made no promises, she did say that the whole basic
program would probably help and that the IzmineTM in particular seemed to be
almost a given in skin situations.

Well, I’m here to tell you that Cheyenne, less than 3 months later, is totally “bump”
free! Cheyenne has access to his four Free ChoiceTM minerals and gets Dyna-ProTM

and DYNAMITE® Vitamin & Mineral Supplement with about 1 scoop IzmineTM

mixed with applesauce mixed into his oats to sort of jump-start him. Is he ever
happy! And if Cheyenne is happy, then I am happy, too!

—Gabi Loudermilk, Manager, CO
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Cheyenne


